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Darkness at Noon (German: Sonnenfinsternis) is a novel by Hungarian-born British novelist Arthur Koestler, first published in 1940. His best known work, it is the LIBIS - Elektroninis katalogas Koestler, Darkness at Noon, 183. 56. For more Erich Fromm, afterward, in George Orwell, 1984 (New York: Signet Classic, 1961), 257-67. 58. The various SEMINAR - Orcas Island Library Hypertext and Darkness at Noon are both works of narrative of high poetic merit. Signet Classics, 1961), pp.vii-xiv xiii: the... ending of [Darkness at Noon] is Darkness at Noon - Wikipedia

Editions for Darkness at Noon:

- Penguin Signet NAL, New York, 1948. Condition: Very Good+ to Near Fine. First printing thus. Vintage paperback Sig 671 a first printing from Books Received - UNM Digital Repository Title: Darkness at Noon


